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“Freedom to Change is simply brilliant! Fullan’s writing is both life  
  enhancing and life changing. It challenges your identity, your moral  
  purpose, and it is an inescapable call to action.”

  — Anthony Mackay, CEO, Centre for Strategic Education, Melbourne, Australia

Praise for Freedom To Change

People everywhere are struggling with the dilemma of how 
to manage accountability relative to ensuring improved 
performance. Neither tightening up with explicit consequences 
nor allowing local autonomy seems to work. A more powerful 
model is emerging—one that combines degrees of freedom 
and forms of interaction that produce greater innovation, 
commitment, and results. Educators are on the one hand “free” 
to work together, and on the other hand drawn into productive 
social processes that generate ongoing success and commitment.

Freedom to Change captures and propels this phenomenon. 
Representing a radical breakthrough for the functioning of 
education systems, it helps readers effect changes at the micro 
(classroom and school) level as well as the macro (whole system) 
level. Woven throughout the book are clear examples of these 
emerging trends.
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